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Abstract. Computer-Human interaction is more frequent now than ever before, 
thus the main goal of this research area is to improve communication with com-
puters, so it becomes as natural as possible. A key aspect to achieve such inter-
action is the affective component often missing from last decade developments. 
To improve computer human interaction in this paper we present a method to 
convert discrete or categorical data from a CNN emotion classifier trained with 
Mel scale spectrograms to a two-dimensional model, pursuing integration of the 
human voice as a feature for emotional inference multimodal frameworks. Lastly, 
we discuss preliminary results obtained from presenting audiovisual stimuli to 
different subject and comparing dimensional arousal-valence results and it’s 
SAM surveys 
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1 Introduction 

Even though speech is the most traditional way of human communication, as a feature 
for emotion recognition it is not as expressive as one may think. According to Albert 
Mehrabian [1] voice tone can only transmit a 38% of the emotions a person might feel 
at a given time. Despite being a feature with a low percentage of expressiveness, in a 
multimodal environment of emotion analysis it is meaningful for correctly inferring the 
emotional state of a person by comparing and correcting data from other sensors or 
methods of emotion assessment. Human-computer interaction is now more and more 
frequent due to accelerated technological development, although, they are often lacking 
an affective component. Thus, one of the main goals of the recent computer-human 
communication development is to improve user experience through making interaction 
between computers and humans as natural as it is between persons [2]. Current works 
in this field, such as [3] [4] [5] [6], infer emotion in a categorical manner, usually par-
tially matching Ekman’s model [7]. This work, additionally to the categorical approach, 
provides a preliminary architecture to obtain valence and arousal from a voice sample 
in the context of a multimodal emotional dimensional approach for emotion elicitation 
and representation, based on the use of a CNN [8] classifier for determining valence, 
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and a method to calculate arousal based on the measurement of the voice source dB. 
The CNN classifier from recent associated projects [9][10] is capable of up to 92% 
accuracy for a Spanish dataset. In the following section we present and develop our 
classifiers and the proposed conversion method. In the third section we discuss our 
preliminary tests. And lastly in the fourth section we discuss partial results and conclu-
sions. 

2 Solution development 

To improve and facilitate integration of the human voice as a component in an emo-
tional inference multimodal framework we develop a convolutional neuronal network 
(CNN) classifier that is trained with Mel scale [11] spectrograms from the audio sam-
ples in the ELRA [12] emotional data set. We work with the seven emotional labels 
proposed by Ekman, joy, fear, sadness, anger, disgust, surprise plus a neutral emotion 
considered by most data sets and tools available. To represent emotions dimensionally 
we use a Russell’s circumflex of emotion [13] updated in the work of Sherer [14] so 
we can keep working with eight emotions. (See Fig. 1.) 

Fig. 1. Circumflex based on Russel and Sherer’s work. 

To convert emotional models, we start with the subtraction of the probability obtained 
for the “joy” label of the classifier and the probability of the most negative emotion as 
is proposed by Leanne in [15]. For example, for a given prediction of the classifier 
where “joy” equals to 0.8 anger 0.2 “fear” 0.1 and “saddens” 0.3, valence value would 
be in this case 0.5 from the subtraction 0.8 - 0.3. According to Leanne the “surprise” 
emotion is not taken in consideration for the calculation, so we add up to that statement 
saying that “neutral” also should not be considered. We now must find an associable 
feature to arousal values. We propose using the difference between the mean dB values 
of subsequent samples taken during a subject's testing session and the mean dB values 
of the sample tested. In formula 1 we see a brief description of what is proposed, "x" is 
the average dB value of the previous samples, "y" is the dB value of the current sample 
from which we want to obtain the value of arousal and "n" is the number of samples 
taken in the session so far including the current one. Then the difference between the 
current sample and the previous average is calculated and rescaled to place it where it 
corresponds in the circumflex. 
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The figure 3 below demonstrates the proposed architecture’s workflow to obtain 
Arousal/valence values from a speech voice sample. 

Fig. 2. Example of our architecture’s workflow. 

3 Test and Results 

To evaluate the representation quality of the proposed transformation method, prelim-
inary tests were carried out. In Fig. 4 below, we compare Arousal/Valence values from 
our CNN classifier and the proposed transformation method (blue mark) with SAM 
surveys [16] classifications from various subjects (black marks) for a given audio stim-
uli. Achieving quadrant matching between results. 

Fig. 3. Example of a test result 
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4 Conclusions 

First of all, dB are a relative measurement unit, in this case they are used for the simple 
reason of showing the differences in the sample’s time series amplitude in a more intu-
itive and easy-to-work way. The scale may require modifications, which could be de-
termined under empirical tests. Summarizing this arousal values provide us with the 
visualization of the relationship that might exist between the voice volume and the 
changes from one emotional state to another. Also, this method relies on the history of 
a series of samples taken, so the measurement becomes more reliable once a definite 
trend of the average is established. 
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